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Ethics in Research
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Better ethics leads to better science.

 


We rely on the work of many others, and we need to trust 
them to get things right. 


You want to have a good reputation, so that people want to 
work with you, and trust what you say.*


It is okay if people make mistakes, but not if they are 
unethical.

Why be Ethical?

*Trust, but verify.
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Statement 19.1 Guidelines on Ethics
As citizens of the global community of science, physicists 

share responsibility for its welfare. The success of the 
scientific enterprise rests upon two ethical pillars. The first 
of them is the obligation to tell the truth, which includes 
avoiding fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism. The 

second is the obligation to treat people well, which prohibits 
abuse of power, encourages fair and respectful relationships 
with colleagues, subordinates, and students, and eschews 
bias, whether implicit or explicit. Professional integrity in the 

conception, conduct, and communication of physics 
activities reflects not only on the reputations of individual 
physicists and their organizations, but also on the image 

and credibility of the physics profession in the eyes of 
scientific colleagues, government, and the public. Physicists 
must adopt high standards of ethical behavior, and transmit 
improving practices with enthusiasm to future generations.
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https://www.aps.org/policy/statements/index.cfm#ethics


https://www.psi.ch/en/integrity
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Rutgers School of Graduate Studies website
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https://gsnb.rutgers.edu/code-responsible-conduct-and-
professionalism-graduate-education

We expect and encourage: 
• Honesty and integrity 
• Respect and tolerance 
• Sensitivity to differences among 

individuals 
• Professionalism 
• Attention to goals and 

responsibilities 
• Timely and constructive 

feedback 
• Acceptance of constructive 

feedback

Inappropriate behaviors: 
• Mistreatment, abuse, bullying, or 

harassment, whether by actions or 
language 

• Unprofessional criticism  
• Requests for personal services 
• Assigning tasks as punishment or 

retribution 
• Sexual assault or sexual 

harassment 
• Discrimination 
• Indifference to inappropriate 

behaviors that are witnessed 

https://gsnb.rutgers.edu/code-responsible-conduct-and-professionalism-graduate-education
https://gsnb.rutgers.edu/code-responsible-conduct-and-professionalism-graduate-education


How to be ethical:

School of Graduate Studies pamphlet -


Academic Integrity: Issues for Graduate Students
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How to be ethical:

School of Graduate Studies pamphlet -


Academic Integrity: Issues for Graduate Students
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Citations from the pamphlet
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Research from the pamphlet
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• If you falsify or fabricate results, either

- it is interesting and you will be caught when people cannot 
reproduce it, or


- it is uninteresting and insignificant, and no one cares about it. 

• Experimenters are (IMHO) not great at estimating systematic 
uncertainties - often experimental results disagree by more than 
expected from claimed uncertainties. You can be wrong without 
there being an ethical scandal. Sometimes, despite our best 
efforts, we do not yet know how to extract a result correctly.


•The paper should clearly state what was done, at a level sufficient 
that others in the field can (in principle) reproduce it. But note 
that if you read papers from the past, sometimes the common 
understanding is not there and the results cannot be reproduced.

Research Comments
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•At some level we are all salespeople.

•A certain amount of opinion goes into selling our science - 
this is really interesting!


• It is okay to make reasonable projections, even though 
sometimes things do not work out. (“It will take me a month 
to do that.”)


Advertising
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•Authorship has perhaps been the most common ethical issue 
I have encountered.


•Generally, anyone who contributes significantly should be an 
author, but there is not a general standard for significant.


• Large collaborations often make well defined (if somewhat 
arbitrary) rules for authorship.


Authorship
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•CRediT (Contributor Roles Taxonomy) - e.g., https://www.elsevier.com/
authors/journal-authors/policies-and-ethics/credit-author-statement

Research - Authorship
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https://www.elsevier.com/authors/journal-authors/policies-and-ethics/credit-author-statement
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/journal-authors/policies-and-ethics/credit-author-statement
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/journal-authors/policies-and-ethics/credit-author-statement
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Authorship 

Reputation is the most valuable asset of every researcher. The assessment of the performance and the quality 
of a researcher is primarily based on his or her publications and their impact. A fair publication practice is 
therefore of central importance for all researchers. 

A person is considered as an author of a scientific publication if he meets all of the three following 
criteria: 
a. Personally providing either a significant contribution to the planning, to the execution, to the 
supervision or to the interpretation of a piece of research, 
b. participating in the drafting of the manuscript, and 
c. approving the final version of the manuscript. 

Contributors who only partially meet the three criteria set above should be mentioned in the 
“Acknowledgements” section of the publication. 

PSI staff members participating in external research projects on one or more of the large facilities at PSI, 
and who fulfil the criteria for authorship, are entitled to be considered as authors in scientific publications. 

A managing function, or providing financial, logistic or organisational support for a research project, 
does not, of itself, entitle a person to appear as an author. 

Honorary or courtesy authorship is not acceptable. 

Authorship and the order of authors must be discussed and agreed upon at an early stage with all those 
involved.5 Before starting collaborations responsibilities and procedures for giving credits and for 
publishing should be agreed upon. The two major criteria for setting the order of authors are transparency 
and fairness, as best realised by listing the specific contribution of each author (contribution). 

https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/import/pa/MediaBoard/
Integritaet_in_der_Forschung_PSI_Broschuere_Richtlinie.pdf
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https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/import/pa/MediaBoard/Integritaet_in_der_Forschung_PSI_Broschuere_Richtlinie.pdf
https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/import/pa/MediaBoard/Integritaet_in_der_Forschung_PSI_Broschuere_Richtlinie.pdf


Authorship 

Reputation is the most valuable asset of every researcher. The assessment of the performance and the quality 
of a researcher is primarily based on his or her publications and their impact. A fair publication practice is 
therefore of central importance for all researchers. 

Authors of a scientific publication must meet all of the three following criteria:
 
a. Personally providing either a significant contribution to the planning, to the execution, to the 
supervision or to the interpretation of a piece of research, 
b. participating in the drafting of the manuscript, and 
c. approving the final version of the manuscript. 

Contributors who only partially meet the three criteria set above should be mentioned in the 
“Acknowledgements” section of the publication. 

PSI staff members participating in external research projects on one or more of the large facilities at PSI, 
and who fulfil the criteria for authorship, are entitled to be considered as authors in scientific publications. 

A managing function, or providing financial, logistic or organisational support for a research project, 
does not, of itself, entitle a person to appear as an author. 

Honorary or courtesy authorship is not acceptable. 

Authorship and the order of authors must be discussed and agreed upon at an early stage with all those 
involved.5 Before starting collaborations responsibilities and procedures for giving credits and for 
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https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/import/pa/MediaBoard/
Integritaet_in_der_Forschung_PSI_Broschuere_Richtlinie.pdf

(corrected English)
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https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/import/pa/MediaBoard/Integritaet_in_der_Forschung_PSI_Broschuere_Richtlinie.pdf
https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/import/pa/MediaBoard/Integritaet_in_der_Forschung_PSI_Broschuere_Richtlinie.pdf


Case studies
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Ethics can be difficult

•Please watch (youtube, 2.5 minutes) The Good Place Trolley 
Problem: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWb_svTrcOg


•Should Chidi have switched tracks?

•Was it ethical for me to use a Good Place video posted by a 
3rd party? (Who may benefit financially from our watching 
it?)

• It is unusual for us to have life and death issues, but we 
always have to make choices:

• Is my time better spent working out the last details of X, 
or are they minor enough that I should go on to Y?


•Should I work on lots of smaller easier things, or on one 
really hard thing?


•Should I take my name off the paper?
18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWb_svTrcOg


•Schon organic semiconductors: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schön_scandal


•Pons and Fleischmann cold fusion: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_fusion


•OPERA experiment faster-than-light neutrinos:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faster-than-light_neutrino_anomaly


• LSND sterile neutrinos:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid_Scintillator_Neutrino_Detector 


•Light-quark pentaquarks: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentaquark 

“The first claim of pentaquark discovery was recorded at 
LEPS in Japan in 2003, and several experiments in the 
mid-2000s also reported discoveries of other pentaquark 
states.[5] Others were not able to replicate the LEPS results, 
however, and the other pentaquark discoveries were not 
accepted because of poor data and statistical analysis.” 

Errors, ethical violations, or unresolved?

(Please read the linked web pages.)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sch%C3%B6n_scandal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_fusion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faster-than-light_neutrino_anomaly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid_Scintillator_Neutrino_Detector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentaquark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEPS


•Please read about the papers of F. D. C. Willlard: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F._D._C._Willard


• Ethical thoughts?


• I might tell some stories of stuffed owls being 
authors, inappropriate acknowledgments, poorly 
named computer codes, and more, if there is time.

Authorship
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F._D._C._Willard


•During my first year of grad school, a faculty member asked 
whether I'd be interested in analyzing data for one of his 
projects. I enjoyed new computational challenges, so I agreed to 
do the analyses on top of my normal Ph.D. work. Then, 1 year 
later, the same faculty member met with me and asked a series 
of questions posed by reviewers of the paper he had written. I 
was flustered—I had no idea that a manuscript had even been 
submitted to a journal—but I answered his questions. Later, 
though, I got up the courage to drop by his office and find out 
whether I was listed as a co-author, or even acknowledged, on 
the manuscript. He said no, acting as though the question itself 
was inappropriate. The experience led me to rethink my approach 
to collaborations.


•Thoughts?

Helping others—and myself

Moamen M. Elmassry


Science, Vol. 368, Issue 6496, pp. 1282, 12 Jun 2020

DOI: 10.1126/science.368.6496.1282
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Three theorists walk into a bar …

•A says we should look at something, and goes to the 
bathroom. 


•B and C calculate it and write the paper, all while A is in the 
bathroom. They do not include A as an author.


• Ethical thoughts?

22



Three theorists walk into a bar … v2

•A says we should look at something, and goes to the 
bathroom. 


•B and C work on this full time for 6 months, with A not 
contributing anything more than “Sounds good!” B and C 
write the paper. They do not include A as an author.


• Ethical thoughts?
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Some personal stories …

24



At one point as a graduate student ….

•I was requesting much of the available beam time for some 
experiments at an accelerator facility. Experiments are 
justified to a review committee, which made decisions.


• I noticed a competitor requested some time, but it seemed 
not enough. I checked and realized a mistake he made in his 
time request - it was a factor of 5 small.


• I told the group leader, the technical adviser to the 
committee. He told me to let the competitor have some time. 
I keep quiet. I do not know if he told the review committee.


•The competitor ran the experiment, got poor statistics, no 
meaningful result, and no paper.


• Ethical thoughts? (for the competitor, for me, for the 
manager and maybe the committee?)
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The article with a mistake

•Theorist C told me that A wrote an article, and B wrote a 
comment that A got something wrong. But A suppressed the 
comment appearing in print, so C lost respect for A.


• Ethical thoughts?

Note: usually editors send comments to the author for review 
before deciding on publishing or not. As a student I had one 
critical comment rejected as the PRL was too long in print, so the 
comment was not interesting any more. Twenty years ago I wrote 
a comment on a P. Anderson Physics Today column “Brainwashed by 
Feynman”. It was rejected, without any reason given. I think it 
was too small a point to bother publishing. (The N. Isgur comment 
published expanded on Anderson’s point with an amusing story 
that also showed Feynman understood the problem.)

26



Bad results

•One person I worked with had a preliminary analysis result 
where, after subtracting the background from the signal + 
background, the signal was negative. The signal should have 
been ≥ 0. Ethical thoughts?

•One person I worked with commented that he had been part 
of a collaboration doing standard-model tests. They had 
published 25 results, all within 1σ of the standard-model 
prediction. He left the collaboration. Ethical thoughts?
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Bad results

•One person I worked with had a preliminary analysis result 
where, after subtracting the background from the signal + 
background, the signal was negative. The signal should have 
been ≥ 0. Ethical thoughts?

•One person I worked with commented that he had been part 
of a collaboration doing standard-model tests. They had 
published 25 results, all within 1σ of the standard-model 
prediction. He left the collaboration. Ethical thoughts?          
(Blinded analyses!)
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•Two times in my career I tried to reproduce published theory 
calculations and could not. The theorists said the codes used to 
generate the calculations in the articles no longer existed. They 
did not consider the old research interesting any more. 
Eventually we gave up.


• In one case I worked with a theorist on a review article. In one 
calculation we looked at, the algebra seemed correct in the limit 
5/7 = 1. It seemed good enough for what was being done.


• Ethical thoughts?

Unreproducible Research
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Note Rutgers view: good for faculty 
to serve on editorial boards.
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Dear Friend and Colleague, Gilman, Ronald
Hope, this mail finds you well and in good health. I am writing you in regards 
to the proposal of mutual cooperation on the field of publication. These days 
I have checked your scientific profile (apparent scopus link to me)  
and noticed that you are quite successful in publication of your own 
manuscripts in Scopus/ WOS indexed journals. Furthermore, I suppose, that 
you have some manuscripts that were sent to the journals but not accepted 
yet. In this case, you might be interested to add a co-author to such 
manuscripts and get some profit. 
I cooperate with many professors from different universities of the United 
Arab Emirates, China, Viet Nam, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan. Some of 
them are ready to be the co-authors of the manuscripts like yours. 
If you are interested in this, please, let me know. I will forward all required 
information to you and answer all your questions.
I would be glad to assist you as well as to the mentioned professors. 
P.S. Sorry for bothering you if you find this letter useless. Take care and be 
safe. Strong health to you and your family. 
Regards,
Ksenia Badziun, 
Chief Editor, International Publisher Ltd.
(apparent linkedin link to me)
kseniabadz@gmail.com • Ethical thoughts?
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https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopus.com%2Fauthid%2Fdetail.uri%3FauthorId%3D36046351900%26eid%3D2-s2.0-85071550670&amp;data=02%7C01%7Crgilman%40physics.rutgers.edu%7C48e2e015fffa459832f308d83aecd3af%7Cb92d2b234d35447093ff69aca6632ffe%7C1%7C0%7C637324136120108567&amp;sdata=VQ68TyX4NtxXJSFLojZRotwjLxq8H5%2FH%2B8IoGUyL8Bg%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fin%2Fksenia-badziun&amp;data=02%7C01%7Crgilman%40physics.rutgers.edu%7C48e2e015fffa459832f308d83aecd3af%7Cb92d2b234d35447093ff69aca6632ffe%7C1%7C0%7C637324136120108567&amp;sdata=Fpyr%2BmJseQW%2B%2FUxhjD7RPN6o1CMAALJtAh%2F2rws70zw%3D&amp;reserved=0
mailto:kseniabadz@gmail.com


• Ethical thoughts? (What are my ethical obligations here?)
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• Ethical thoughts? (What are my ethical obligations here?)
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Blacklight power

•https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140114005647/
en/BlackLight-Power-Inc.-Announces-the-Game-Changing-
Achievement-of-the-Generation-of-Millions-of-Watts-of-
Power-from-the-Conversion-of-Water-Fuel-to-a-New-Form-
of-Hydrogen


• “Our safe, non-polluting power-producing system catalytically 
converts the hydrogen of the H2O-based solid fuel into a 
non-polluting product, lower-energy state hydrogen called 
“Hydrino”, by allowing the electrons to fall to smaller radii 
around the nucleus”


•At one point I was asked to referee one of their papers…

•Ethical thoughts? (What are my ethical obligations here?)
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https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140114005647/en/BlackLight-Power-Inc.-Announces-the-Game-Changing-Achievement-of-the-Generation-of-Millions-of-Watts-of-Power-from-the-Conversion-of-Water-Fuel-to-a-New-Form-of-Hydrogen


Parting words

Better ethics leads to better science.

 


We rely on the work of many others, and we need to trust 
them to get things right. 


Your reputation is important, physics is a small community. 


Be good to your colleagues. They might be on your review 
committee some day. Or you might want to work with them 

some time.


It is okay if people make mistakes, but not if they are unethical.
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